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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Leather Soft Cover

LEGS
Wood Metal Plastic Castors Upholstered

FILLING Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Standard Comfort Firm Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Nails Removable Contrast Stitching

NOTES

The Re-vive Wing Back armchair has characteristic warmly embracing shape.

Equipped with a wide and welcoming backrest, Wing Back offers incomparable comfort,
crowned by a singular headrest that resembles wings, welcoming those who sit down and
allowing them to enjoy a moment of unparalleled relaxation.

The Wing Back armchair combines Natuzzi comfort and the most modern ergonomics.

Version 704 is composed of chair and footrest.

Structure and base available in finishings matte nickel base-white spine (MB02), nickel base -
black spine (MB01) or nickel base - brown spine (MB03).

Structure and base available in finishings burnished black base - nickel black spine (BF05) and
pewter base - brown spine (BF07) with upcharge.

Structure and base available in finishings matte black (BF01), white (BF02) or brown (BF03).

TWO TONE COVERING OPTIONS:

1° COV. = Frame

2° COV. = Arms, seat and back cushion
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